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SOIL DESCRIPTION

The fill generally consisted of clayey gravel with sand.  The fill contains frequent cobbles,
some boulders up to 3 feet in size and occasional wood debris.  The fill is moist and dark
brown with some light brown areas.

The natural clayey gravel with sand contains cobbles.  The gravel is dense to very dense,
moist and yellowish brown.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on our observations at the site and the planned relocation of the headframe, the
following conclusions and recommendations are given:

1. In our professional opinion, the headframe may be supported on footings
bearing on the undisturbed natural soil or on compacted structural fill extending
down to the natural soil.  The on-site fill, in its current condition, is not suitable
to support the headframe.

2. Footings may be designed using a net allowable bearing pressure of 3,500
pounds per square foot.  Footings should have a width of at least 2 feet and
a depth of embedment of at least 42 inches for frost protection.

3. We estimate total and differential settlement using the structural load and
bearing pressure described above will be less than 1 inch.

4. Structural fill placed to support footings should have a maximum particle size
of 3 inches and less than 35 percent passing the No. 200 Sieve.  The on-site
fill and natural soil may be considered for use as structural fill if they meet this
criteria.

5. Fill placed to support the headframe should be compacted to at least
95 percent of the maximum dry density as determined by ASTM D 1557
(modified Proctor).  Fill should be frequently tested for compaction.

6. Structural fill placed to support footings should extend out from the sides of
the footing at least a distance equal to the fill thickness below the footing.

7. AGEC should observe footing excavations prior to placement of structural fill
or concrete for footings.
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LIMITATIONS

This letter has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted geotechnical engineering
practices in the area for the use of the client.  The information included in the letter is based
on our observations at the site and our experience in the area.  If conditions encountered are
significantly different than what is described above, AGEC should be notified to review and
provide additional geotechnical consultation, if needed.

Sincerely,

APPLIED GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS, INC.

Scott D. Anderson, P.E. 

Reviewed by CJB, P.E.
SDA/rs

Enclosure

6/17/2020
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micropiles will need to extend through the unsuitable fill down to the bedrock,
a depth of approximately 100 feet. 

2. Consideration should be given to performing subsurface investigation to provide
information for design of the micropiles.  Subsurface investigation would
consist of drilling a boring to a depth of approximately 100 feet.

3. AGEC should observe construction of the micropiles.

LIMITATIONS

This letter has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted geotechnical engineering
practices in the area for the use of the client.  The information included in the letter is based
on information presented in the above-referenced letter and our experience in the area.  If
conditions are observed that are significantly different than what is described above, AGEC
should be notified to review and provide additional geotechnical consultation, if needed.

Sincerely,

APPLIED GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS, INC.

Scott D. Anderson, P.E. 

Reviewed by DRH, P.E., P.G.

SDA/rs

7/16/2020
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20.02 Daly Headframe Structural Stabilization

July 16, 2020

DOUGLAS OGILVY
EPMOA
PO Box 99
Kamas, UT 84036

RE—Headframe Relocation

DEAR DOUG—

After observing the Daly Headframe, and reviewing the geotechnical recommendations, it 
is my opinion that it is necessary to relocate the headframe from the existing site. This 
will allow a new foundation to be poured that will adequately support the headframe and 
eliminate potential problems from the mine shaft. 

Lifting the structure with a crane will be feasible, and can be done by a qualified crane 
and rigging company, without causing undue distress.

As part of the relocation and lifting, structural repairs will be required for a selection of 
members. These members and details for their connections will be the result of additional 
analysis and engineering, and documented in the repair drawings. Some of these repairs 
will need to be completed before relocation of the structure, and will be identified on the 
plans accordingly.

Respectfully,

Paul W. McMullin, SE, PhD
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

07/16/2020




